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Stocks may have made high for the year. Tbonds are past their high. Swiss Franc switched gears
and heads south. Gold weakens. Economy holding. Wheat still making historic bottom. The NODE
KNOWS. World markets weaker but the Japan rallies. 1999 forecast. Quality improvement focuses
on EPI.
STOCKS

Stocks have made a high early in the year and are
showing weakness. We may have seen the high for the
year. We recommend that investors be out of stocks and
traders be short.
The long term chart shows the multi-year up Chaos
Clamshell. The rally up from the October lows look like a
typical move 7 blowoff. The drop from that type move
will be similar to the drop from the move 5 high to the
move 6 low. It will start out slow and choppy and then
accelerate.
The near term chart shows both a 92 day ZD filtered
XGO and a 14 day ZD filtered XGO. The 92 day pattern
shows that we are at a quarterly high, having met resistance at the key price level at 1284. This will be discussed more later in the newsletter. The next move
appears to be down into a low near February 15th or
16th. February 16th is a solar eclipse. January 31st is a
lunar eclipse. Markets frequently move sharply between
those two eclipses. Traders are currently short. Check
the hotline for updates.

This letter is written by Dr. Hans Hannula, full time trader, PhD (Electrical and Computer Engineering), RSA, CTA. It incorporates his
original scientific research into market chaos, its causes, patterns, and trading techniques. The Chaos Clamshell shown is the unclassified version of the confidential Hannula Market Fractal, which is taught in his Cash In On Chaos course. Hotline updates to
this letter are give at 7 PM Eastern, 1-900-776-7272, $2 per minute for 2-3 minutes,$6-8 total. See page seven for more details.

IBM

For stocks or commodities not covered in this
newsletter or on the
hotline, you can
track the cycles and
The near term chart shows a possible up CC reaching a high coincident with the high in the 72
trade the Chaos
day ZD filtered XGO. The ZD72 price cycles has given a sell signal. This was accompanied with Clamshells using
the Trading Sysa breakaway gap to the downside. Such gaps mark the entry into a new chaos domain of
tem Toolkit.
behavior.

IBM looks to have completed a spectacular blowoff to it’s long term up Chaos Clamshell.
The long term shows that this blowoff met resistance at a trend line along the highs of 1984
through 1987. Such long term resistance lines can be very powerful.

ECONOMY/RATES
Interest rates have given a buy signal on
the ZD178. The chart at the right shows the
interest rates with an expanded scale. When
this chart was re-scaled it was clear that the
spike low late in 1998 completed a triangle
pattern and came off of a support line which
goes back 1993. In early ‘95 the ZD178
cycle gave a sell signal. Now, it has given a
buy signal. The interesting thing about this is
that the ZD178 tracks the eclipse cycle. This
is significant because we are entering into
the January 31st lunar eclipse and the
February 16th solar eclipse. So be alert for
some negative news on the interest rate
front.
The world economy continues to be of
concern to many investors. Brazil recently
devalued its currency after swearing that it
would not do so. That event spurred a
number of presentations by members of the
Board of the Federal Reserve. They all claim that Brazil has a small impact upon the US economy. While that may
be true in a pure dollar sense, the fact that many countries around the world are struggling has a negative effect
upon the growth prospects for the US economy. Further, the propping up and bailing out of these struggling
economies will divert capital from the pursuit of new business opportunities to the repair of past bad decisions.
It is widely believed that the year 2000 computer problems will lead to a recession. It has become a popular theme
in brokerage house newsletters. The market tends to discount coming events
Man’s mind, once stretched by
many months in advance, so it may well discount the year 2000 recession by
a new idea, never regains its
declining in 1999. This is a risky time to be holding equities. Prices are
original dimensions.
unreasonably high and the risk is high. Investors should be out of equities. Wait
for a better chance to buy them.
Oliver Wendell Holmes
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TBONDS

Tbonds are falling away from their historic high made late last year. The
long term chart shows that the ZD720 has given a sell signal. Five similar sell
signals are shown on the chart. Each of them led to an 18 month decline in
bond prices.
The near term chart shows that the ZD180 gave a signal in October
coincident with the high at 135. From there prices have started a new down
CC, which has been following the TBOND.XGO fairly well. That energy input
now shows a drop into the February solar eclipse low.

Do not follow where the path
may lead.
Go instead where there is no
path and leave a trail.
Unknown

GOLD

Gold continues to trade in a narrow range between the long term support and the long term resistance lines
shown on the long term chart at the left. The ZD540 cycle has given a sell signal. This does not necessarily
mean that Gold will decline sharply, but it should return to the support level.
The near term chart shows the ZD58 cycle still headed down, even though the 58 day XGO has been up during
January. When the market fails to use it’s energy input to move in the direction of that input, it is usually a sign that
the market is weak. That means that there may be no solid bottom in Gold until April.
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SWISS FRANC

The Swiss Franc has run into serious trouble. On the long term chart I
have reverted to my earlier analysis which said that the up Chaos Clamshell
reached the top in 1995. That long term chart shows a new down CC, which
looks like it has reached the end of a move 2 up. This may be weakness due
to the appearance of the Euro, or it may merely be reflecting economic
conditions. The Swiss Franc shows many 18 month swings, which includes
the swing up from the 1997 low.
The future belongs to those who
believe in the beauty of their dreams.
The near term chart shows a down Chaos Clamshell and the inverted Swiss
Franc XGO function. That function is down sharply into March. Traders
Eleanor Roosevelt
have a sell stop just under the market. Check the hotline for updates.

WHEAT

Wheat is still “boxed into the corner” on the long term chart. The downward resistance
line is being pressured. The support is holding.
The near term chart shows that wheat has formed a converging triangle since making its
highs months ago. That triangle reaches its apex near the end of February. The energy
function for wheat shows a low mid-February. Wheat is particularly sensitive to eclipses, so
watch for a rally to gain energy after the solar eclipse.
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George Bayer wrote
about trading wheat
using Mercury, Saturn
and Jupiter. You can
learn to find astrocycles with the aid of the
Trader’s Ephemeris
and the Finding Astrocycles video-JUST
$99.
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WORLD MARKETS

The Japanese market has rallied off of its low. I
managed to catch this rally on our hotline. The trade is
doing well. It appears that the Japanese market has
started a new up Chaos Clamshell. There is a spreading
belief that the Japanese efforts to fix their economy are
finally paying off.
Meanwhile the British market looks to have made a
double top and be starting a new down CC.
The Australian market has similarly topped. There is
divergence between its ZD180 line and prices. This is
usually bearish. Further, the energy function is down
sharply over the next several months.
The world economy continues to be mixed.

ASTROPHYSICS AND CHAOS THEORY

One reason for studying the natal chart of
stocks or commodities is to find key points in
their cycle of the year. Transients of the natal
points by the Sun are often key turning points.
This is especially true of the S&P500, where the
Sun transits the natal Node position near January
8th. That frequently sets a turning point, which
sets the tone for the year. For example, last year
that point was a clear low, and the market rallied
for the next six months.
This year that point was a high and the market
has declined from that point.
The chart here shows how prices rallied up to the intersection of the natal Node line and the Sun line. We were
fortunate on our hotline to leave this aspect short 6 contracts. We progressively cashed in those contracts for a quick
profit of over $36,000.
Research and study does pay off. You have to learn to earn.
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CHAOS CLASSROOM

The chart at the right shows my
annual forecast for 1999. It is
based upon the Zero Delay filtered
XGO for the S&P.
At the bottom of the chart is a
graph showing the Moon’s
inclination. The Moon tends to ride
high or low in the sky at major
market turns. For example the
Moon was high at point A and
three swings later made a low at
point B. Seven swings later the
market is showing topping at C.
That peak occurred on January
13th. The Ephemeris wheel for
that date is shows in the first box
under the chart. It shows the Sun
opposing the natal Node squared
by Mars and Saturn. Saturn is
transiting the S&P natal Sun while
D
C
Mars is transiting the S&P natal
Pluto.
This pattern of squares is why I
picked a 92 day cycle length for
the ZD filter. 92 days is one-fourth
of a year. The next significant
point in the 92 day XGO cycle is
May 14th where the Moon is riding
low after nine swings. The second
box shows the Ephemeris wheel
for that. It shows the Moon,
Mercury, and Earth passing the
S&P’s natal Mercury. Note that
this part of the chart is under the
F
E
continued influence of Jupiter as it
moves to conjunct Saturn. A
heliocentric conjunction of Saturn
occurs in year 2000.
The high at point E is another
nine inclination swings up from the
low at D. The Ephemeris wheel for
that date shows Mercury
conjuncting the Sun while Venus
conjuncts the Node, opposing
Neptune and Uranus, as the Moon
opposes Saturn and Jupiter.
The low in November at F may be
November 8th or one week later.
The Ephemeris wheel is drawn for November 8th where Sun, Mercury and Moon conjunct Pluto as they square the
Node and oppose Saturn and Jupiter. Mars, Neptune, and Uranus form the other leg of a loose square.
That’s the forecast. Time will tell us how it turns out.
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QUALITY IMPROVEMENT

I continue to focus on quality improvement activities by
moving our business to 100% Electronic, Paperless, Internet
(100% EPI). We have a new bulk email program installed on our
web server and we will be testing it by emailing all subscribers
an electronic form of this newsletter. Of course, we can only
email it to you if you have provided us with an email address. So
if you don’t see the newsletter and you have not sent us an email
address to email it to, please do so. Send addresses to
wava@moneytide.com.
It is our intent to eventually complete this transition to 100%
electronic, paperless, Internet. Sometime in the future this
newsletter will be available only in electronic form.

1998
+753 %

We enjoyed a nice Christmas vacation and hope you did as well. Now we are
ready for a brand new year. My Denver Broncos are back in the Super Bowl. I
hope they do better this year than they did last year, where they just squeaked out
a victory. The signs are that they will win. I enjoyed a nice visit over the holidays with JP. He is doing some
interesting work in energy based alternative medicine. We also have had many discussions, especially about our
MoonTide based S&P Day Trading. We have a new version of the MoonTide program which can also plot the
Face Of God pattern. We hope to release that within the month.
I received several copies of the chaos cartoon that appeared in the Zits comic strip. Thank you, JS and others.
I also got word from Bill Meridian that his second edition of his book, “Planetary Stock Trading” is out. You can
email Bill at bills@emirates.net.ae. Bill uses first trade dates which I use in my XGO program.
I will be speaking at the 11th
World Conference of Astro
Economics April 24th and 25th
in Vancouver. For information
contact Grace Morris, email
astro@netwave.net.
See you next month. Happy
trading!

PEOPLE AND HAPPENINGS

We did purge addresses last month. If this is a sample newsletter, you will stay on our list until purged. The
date after your name tells you the last month you will receive unless you renew. Renewals are $240/year.
Renew now. I do take 3 month and 6 month renewals as well. Just pro-rate the cost. Call 303-452-5566 with
your renewal. Visa and Mastercard taken.
The Cash In On Chaos Newsletter (formerly the Market AstroPhysics Newsletter) is published 12 times per year, between the 1st
and the 25th of the month. Subscriptions are $250 per year or $300 to include subscription to the AstroDow and Astropoint timing
service. We may or may not hold securities mentioned. Sources of information are believed to be reliable, but are not guaranteed.
Opinions and recommendations are given with the understanding that our sophisticated investors are aware of the risks involved.
Past success is no guarantee of future success. Simulated trading results may over or understate actual results. MAP Newsletter is
written and published by Dr. Hans Hannula, PhD, RSA, CTA. 303-452-5566., fax 303-457-9871 MicroMedia (The Chaos Mint) , Box
33071, Northglenn, CO 80233. Mastercard , Visa accepted. Hotline number 1-900-776-7272. $2 / minute for 2 to 4 minutes.
Access from non-900 areas can be arranged by calling 303 224 4441.
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Your Electric Life, Science for a New Age
by Dr. Al Lason, Ph.D. (aka Dr. Hans Hannula)

Whether you realize it or not, you are being
strongly influenced by a very powerful electrical
force - the earths electric field. This field
produces currents through your body that are
250,000 times as strong as the currents that run
your brain. Recognition of this fact, research, and
experimentation have led former Bell Labs
engineer and scientist Al Larson to a series of
insights into many previously unexplained
phenomena. His findings cover a wide range of
topics, such as dowsing, the human aura,
consciousness, bio-circuits, Feng Shui, natal
astrology, stock markets, remote viewing, energy
field medicine, de ja vu, dreams, and religious
experiences. His own discovery of sudden
impulses *shows how we are all connected by
the field in a Cosmic Internet*. Al provides a
rational explanation of how these phenomena
work through the earths electric field, along with
guidance of how this knowledge can be used to
improve your own life. Do not miss this clear,
concise, convincing explanation of how things
work.

Just $18 + $2 shipping and handling
US/Canada
Call 303 452 5566.
Mastercard/Visa accepted.

XGO CHARTS
XGO CHARTS FOR ANY MARKET OR PERSON.
NEED DATE OF FIRST TRADE OR DATE OF
BIRTH. I HAVE DATA FOR MOST STOCKS AND
ALL COMMODITIES. CAN DO FOR ANYTHING
OR ANYONE ELSE IF YOU KNOW DATE.
$36. ENERGY CHARGING KIT ..
..............$72
CONCENTRATION HEADBAND
.............$36
ENERGY TRAPS FOR SCREENS .......4 FOR $20
2 = AstroDow2 3= AstroDow3 4=AstroDow4
P=AstroPoint extreme
F=Full moon N= New Moon
M = Mercury Lunar Chaos
V= Venus Lunar Chaos

SWEETHEART SPECIAL
Take 18% off of any order. Take 26% off of any order
over $500. Take 36% off of any order over $1200.
Does not apply to MoonTide software. Good until
midnight February 28th.
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